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The BCCH offers
vibrant and
contemporary
meeting facilities in
the heart
of the city.
An ideal location for
seminars, meetings
and workshops.
Booking is easy.
Simply select your
date, we send you the
quote and confirm
your booking.
All of our facilities
have high-speed
Wi-Fi access.

Contact us at bcch@bcch.com.
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A mbassador ’ s F oreword

Foreword by HMA
This is my second year as British Ambassador to Hungary and as Honorary Chair of the BCCH.
Let me take this opportunity to again congratulate Vazul Tóth on his election, for a third term, as
Chairman of the BCCH and the new BCCH Council members elected in May.
This year has been a packed one, with Brexit-related business, boosting the growing bilateral UK/
Hungary economic relationship and strengthening bilateral defence and security relations dominating
the Embassy’s work. On Brexit, much of our activity here has been devoted to supporting a smooth and
orderly withdrawal from the European Union and putting in place the framework for a stronger bilateral
relationship post-Brexit. Let me share a few thoughts with you lines about our vision for this complex
and historic process.
Britain has always been a champion of free trade. As we leave the EU we are keen to continue to be
a flagbearer for free trade. Therefore we will be seeking a bold and ambitious Free Trade Agreement with
the EU that is of greater scope and ambition than any such existing agreement the EU has. We also want
the UK to have the greatest possible tariff and barrier-free trade with our European neighbours and to be
able to negotiate our own trade agreements around the world. We want to ensure that UK companies have the maximum freedom to trade
with and operate within European markets – and to let European businesses do the same in the UK. We also know that businesses need to
plan ahead. That is why the British government is seeking a time-limited implementation or transitional period which avoids a cliff-edge
and ensures that businesses only need to adapt to one set of changes, and provides time for a smooth phasing in of the new relationship.
Our economy, the 5th largest in the world, is fundamentally strong. The economy has grown continuously for more than four years, the
deficit is down and there are a record number of people in work, with unemployment at a 42 year low. In the latest World Bank Ease of
Doing Business index, the UK was ranked as the 7th best place in the world to do business. We are proud of this record but not complacent.
We must restore productivity growth to deliver higher wages and living standards for people across the country. That is why we are
committed to investing in infrastructure, technology and skills to deliver the best possible base for strong future growth.
In March 2019 we will leave the EU. But we remain a committed European country. We are not turning our backs on Europe nor are we
stepping back from the world. The UK remains a global player in its own right, and one with European and global interests. In leaving the
EU we will drive even greater openness with international partners and put Britain firmly at the forefront of global trade and investment.
Our message to businesses, investors and international partners is clear – the UK is a beacon for open trade and we will continue to be an
outward-looking, globally-minded, big-thinking country.
As for our bilateral economic relationship, the UK is Hungary’s sixth largest foreign investor. Once we leave the EU, the UK will be
Hungary’s top non-EU trading partner. It is therefore of crucial importance that we strengthen our relationship with Hungary in the
lead-up to and beyond Brexit.
This is a time of change. It presents risks and opportunities. Our challenge is to manage those risks and exploit the opportunities.
I look forward to working even more closely with the BCCH to boosting the UK/Hungary trade and investment relationship.

HE HMA Iain Lindsay OBE
British Ambassador to Hungary
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L etter

from the

C hairman

Distinguished Members, Cherished Partners
and Dear Friends of the BCCH,
Welcome to the eighth edition of the BCCH Yearbook. I am honoured to have been re-elected as
Chairman of the British Chamber of Commerce in Hungary for my third term. Together with Ms
Judit Iglódi-Csató, our new Vice Chair and Mr Árpád Balázs, our Treasurer and with the newly-elected
Council members, we look forward to serving you for the next period. In these changing times when the
UK redefines its relationships with the EU, I am delighted that our members have elected representatives
of significant British companies operating in Hungary, such as GSK and BT, to our new Council.
The active presence and support of the British Embassy and Her Majesty’s Ambassador to Hungary, His
Excellency Iain Lindsay OBE has proven to be invaluable in delivering our mission. The new Council
was invited to an exclusive working lunch in the summer at the British Ambassador’s Residence, where
we focused on actions that the new Council will take in order to deliver new business opportunities in
Hungary, provide higher value, add services to our members, and steps we will take to promote trade and
investment flow even better between the UK and Hungary.
With this input and utilising the tried and tested method of Service Design, we began to revisit our strategic direction, identify the
chamber’s key strengths and define steps in enhancing the services and events we provide to our members. Through an online survey and
two extremely valuable focus group sessions, one for our Foundation Members and one for our Full, Associate, and Individual Members,
we reached out to our members to gather feedback and define their requirements. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all
of those have taken time to provide input. We are currently going through the process of compiling the new focus areas supported by
enhanced events. The Chamber continues to provide a superior platform for knowledge sharing, cooperation, trade and investment for
more than 110 members of British, Hungarian and international business people and corporations, as well as a network of over 3000
contacts from approximately 20 sectors. We kept our event calendar lively, with 35 events organised in 2016-2017, many tailored around
digitisation and the future of education. The British Business Centre, which was launched over three years ago, has provided professional
support for approximately 600 British SMEs in various sectors and the total number of signed export contracts add up to over a million
pounds. Similarly, investing in youth is another area where we are actively engaged; the Chamber renewed the strategic partnership with
the exciting uSchool programme, an initiative to foster the entrepreneurial mindset of high school students that was introduced early this
year, intending to teach them a ‘startup mentality’ they can harness during their university years and careers.
We also had some staff changes in 2017; we said farewell to our dear colleague, Piroska Csóbor with heavy hearts as she was leaving her
position at the end of September. We appreciate her tireless efforts in ensuring all our finance and membership related matters were up to
date. We wish her lots of luck for the future and the new challenges in a new phase of her career. Kristóf Németh follows in the footsteps
of Piroska, as our new Finance & Office Manager.
We will carry on the implementation of our COBCOE award-winning CSR strategy; once again, the BCCH will team up with the Social
and Guardianship Bureau (Szociális és Gyámhivatal) to engage in several charitable undertakings through which we would like to help
children under the care of different institutions.
The Chamber is an organisation run for the benefit of our members. It has never been in a better shape to deliver value to its members but,
it is important to note beside the Council, vital contributions are made by many others, on a voluntary basis. This engagement is a key to
the Chamber’s success, and I would like to hearten every member to get more involved, whether as an individual or as an organisation, in
order to support the Chamber’s further growth and development as being the Chamber of Choice in Hungary.
I look forward to continuing the work with the team and the Council for the remainder of the Chamber year and hope that this
publication will serve our members and partners well in making the most of their BCCH membership. As always, we are open to our
members’ feedback and suggestions to ensure that they receive the best service possible and benefit from being part of an ever-changing,
evolving, and adapting organisation.

Vazul Tóth
BCCH Chairman
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M anagement , C ouncil

Management

Honorary Chairman
H.E. Iain Lindsay OBE

Chairman
Vazul Tóth

British Ambassador to Hungary
British Embassy
Budapest

Head of Quality Management
Budapest Bank
1138 Budapest, Hungary
Váci út 193.

Honorary Vice-Chair
Dr. Dora Kulauzov

Director of Department for International Trade
British Embassy
Budapest

Council Members

Árpád Balázs

Dennis A. Diokno

Eiffel Palace, 1055 Budapest,
Bajcsy-Zsilinszky út 78.
Tel.: +36 1 461-9100
Fax: +36 1 461-9101

1015 Budapest, Hattyú utca 14.
Tel.: +36 1 224-9090
Fax: +36 1 224-9091

Partner
PwC Hungary

Judit Iglódi-Csató

BCCH Vice-Chair / Government Affairs,
Communications and Market Access Director
GSK Hungary
MOM Park Gesztenyés Torony,
1124 Budapest, Csörsz u. 43.
Tel.: +36 1 225-5300
Fax: +36 1 225-5302
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Managing Director
FirstMed-FMC Kft.

Kam Jandu

Chief Commercial Officer
Budapest Airport Zrt.
1185 Budapest, BUD Nemzetközi Repülôtér
Tel.: +36 1 296-5195
Fax: +36 1 296-5304

M anagement , C ouncil

Council Members

Kinga Kalocsai

Andrea Tóth

PR & Communications Director
GE Lighting Europe & Middle East

Director
Hungarian Tourism Agency

1052 Budapest Váci u. 20.
Tel.: +36 1 485-3100
Fax: +36 1 485-3111

1027 Budapest, Kacsa u. 15-23.

Alternate Council Members

Christopher Noblet

Partner
Partos & Noblet in co-operation with
Hogan Lovells International LLP
1051 Budapest, Vörösmarty tér 7-8.
Tel.: +36 1 505-4480
Fax: +36 1 505-4485

Zsolt Bella

Head Of Inside Sales For Europe
BT Global Services
1117 Budapest, Budafoki út 91-93.
Tel.: +36 1 777-0000

British Chamber of Commerce in Hungary / British Business Centre
Eiffel Palace 6th floor, H-1055 Budapest, Bajcsy-Zsilinszky út 78.
Tel.: +36 1 302-5200 (BCCH), +36 1 302-5201 (British Business Centre)
E-mail: bcch@bcch.com
Web: www.bcch.com
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staff

Meet the Staff
CSILLA CSURGAI is Executive Director of
the British Chamber of Commerce in Hungary.
As Executive Director, Csilla is responsible
for the successful leadership and management
of the organisation according to the strategic
direction set by the Management and Council
of the BCCH. After completing her studies
at the University of Pécs, she lived in Toronto
between 2001 and 2004, where she obtained her
post-graduate diploma. After a North American experience, she moved to
London, UK and joined the London School of Economics for nearly 2
years, where she played an active key role in the event management’s work.
She settled in Budapest and joined the British Chamber of Commerce
in Hungary in 2006. As Services & Events Manager, she participated
in managing a wide range of activities at the Chamber for over 4 years
during which she developed an excellent relationship with members and an
extensive network of business contacts. Csilla has been Executive Director of
the Chamber since February 2009. With the support of the twelve-member
Chamber Council, she assumes overall responsibility for the Chamber’s
day-to-day business activities. She is married and has a daughter, Blanka.

OLIVÉR STROMMER is Manager of the
British Business Centre. With an extensive startup background serving as managing director for
over ten years for Hungarian based UK media
subsidiaries, Oliver also held senior positions at
one of the world’s largest exhibition organising
firms, namely ITE Group Plc. A British/
Hungarian national, Oliver helped set-up the
British Business Centre in Hungary that assists
UK SME’s to win export business in this fast growing central European
market. Oliver enjoys playing sports, especially football and tennis, whilst
also setting aside time whenever possible to watch his son play, too. Good
food and entertaining films are also high on his pleasurable pastimes.

ÁDÁM MADARÁSZ is Event & Communications Manager of the British Chamber of Commerce in Hungary. Ádám joined the Chamber
as an event and communications intern, and he
did a valuable job with his event and administrational activities; he soon became Co-ordinator,
and in early 2015, he was appointed Event &
Communications Manager. He is responsible
for organising and supervising the execution of
Chamber events, co-ordinating programmes, managing social media activities and website content. He studied English linguistics, history and
literature at Kodolány János University. He currently studies Astro Biology
at HarvardX, Quantum Mechanics of Molecular Structures at UTokyoX,
and Marketing and Online Business Management at the Digital Business
Academy UK. Ádám is absorbed in how social media and technology
help growing businesses by generating visibility, and how startup companies shape today’s business world. He also shares a passion for discovering
different cultures and gastronomy; he loves travelling, and he is very fond
of board sports.

DR PIROSKA PÁPAY is Trade Specialist at the
British Business Centre. She graduated from
Pázmány Péter Catholic University as a lawyer
in 2013. Prior to joining the Centre’s team, she
worked as an intern in the European Parliament
in Brussels, gained experience as a research fellow
in the field of minority rights protection at a
local organisation, and she was a junior lawyer
in Slovakia. Piroska joined the British Business
Centre in 2015, and she is responsible for assisting UK SMEs expand their
business potential on the Hungarian market. Piroska understands needs,
transforms situations to find positive, valuable outcomes, making sure that
all projects are carried out. Thanks to her efforts clients are in good hands.
She loves spending her spare time with her dog, Leonard, and only the size
of her shoe collection exceeds her sense of humour.

KRISTÓF NÉMETH is Finance & Office
Manager of the British Chamber of Commerce
in Hungary. Kristóf is our newest and youngest
colleague, taking over this valuable role after
he’d participated in our internship programme.
Kristóf is currently finishing his BA degree
in International Relations at the Corvinus
University of Budapest and is planning to
continue his studies at MA level in International
Business. Kristóf considers himself as a hard-working, joyful person, who
enjoys being around inspirational people. Besides working and studying,
Kristóf enjoys new culinary experiences and travelling.

PÉTER LAJOS is not a new addition to the
team; he participated in the BCCH’s internship
programme in 2015. Having the appropriate
business mindset, strategic thinking and also a
great sense of humour, he proved to be the ideal
candidate for the Project Assistant position.
He joined the British Business Centre team
in the summer of 2016, as a fresh graduate
from Corvinus University. He holds a degree
in International Relations and is currently finishing his second degree in
International Economics. Due to his international upbringing, he speaks
four languages fluently. He is the office foodie, always serving with great tips
for dining out or trying new places.
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I nterview

Interview with Sam Shaw,
General Manager of GSK Hungary
Q: You have a wide experience in the
global pharmaceutical industry, in your
view, what makes GSK different to its
competitors?
SAM: GSK is indeed different…not only due
to its innovative spirit and patient focussed
R&D pipeline across pharmaceuticals,
vaccines and consumer healthcare, but also
for its values and how we act and engage
with our stakeholders. My colleagues and I are united
in the common purpose of helping people do more, feel
better, and live longer! These are definitely not just words
on our corporate materials, these are beliefs that I feel and
see right across the whole team, from supply logistics to
medical advisors, from field reps to the receptionists. There
is a palpable passion and enthusiasm to make a positive
difference that you can’t help but be inspired by. And what is
great is that throughout my time working in affiliate, regional
and global roles, I can absolutely say this is not a “UK” thing!
It is just the same in Budapest as it is Philadelphia or Tokyo.
Q: Hungary is your first international posting and you
landed in Budapest literally 8 weeks ago, what are your
very first impressions of the country and its people?
In my previous position based out of London, I worked
in a Europe-wide role responsible for GSK’s Respiratory
portfolio, and in this role, I was fortunate enough to work
closely with many different teams and across countries.
Although this role was international in outlook, it is definitely
a whole different experience again when you change countries
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and relocate your family in the process!
My initial visit to Budapest was at the end of
August and my wife joined me a bit later for
a weekend to explore the city, and honestly,
we are both amazed by the beauty of this
city and the great culture that is so visible at
every corner. We just loved the Hungarian
food at first taste, and I’m sure we will enjoy
exploring all the nice restaurants and wine
regions. I have a constantly growing list
from my colleagues of recommended places to check out
that I can’t wait to experience with my family when they
move in the coming months to be permanently with me.
My daughter will be five in December and is crazy about
swimming and so I am really looking forward to experiencing
with her the great opportunities to enjoy water sports and
the natural environment that this country is so famous of.
I also have great respect for my colleagues who have
experienced a lot of organisational changes recently and still
welcomed me with an open an honest attitude and a drive to
succeed, that I’m sure will make my work in Hungary a very
exciting and fulfilling experience.
Q: How do you see your role as leading a market
like Hungary which is a small part of a much bigger
multinational company, and what could the Hungarian
GSK offer to the big GSK Global?
Although the Hungarian market is a small part of a large
company, It is clear to me already that GSK Hungary should
not be underestimated! We are delivering great results
through a relentless focus on providing healthcare benefits to

P ublications

patients across the different therapy areas we operate in.
For example, here in Hungary, we have leading ranges
of medicines across several therapy areas including
vaccines, respiratory, and infectious diseases. But it
is not just the Pharma operations that make a visible
impact. We also have a rapidly growing Consumer
Healthcare business with category leading healthcare
products. And that’s not all, I am also proud that GSK
has a vaccine production facility in Gödöllô which has
been creating value for the Hungarian economy for
more than 15 years now, and only earlier in 2017 GSK
announced a significant further investment to increase
production capacity over time.
So the Hungarian market might be a small part of a
large company but absolutely is recognised internally
as a market with big ambitions and recognised for
quality across the broader GSK organisation.
Q: The Hungarian business environment is often
described as a challenging one, how do you see this
after just landing in the position, with an upcoming
general election, that is could result in a lot of
changes in the stakeholders of pharma companies?
Regardless of the fact that the business environment is
challenging and the predictability of industry-related
decision making is often concerning, we continue to
focus on engaging with our stakeholders and building
credible, long-term relationships. The external world
is an always changing one, and we are continuously
working to ensure we deliver year after year whilst
ensuring we stay focused on our values. Often the
case when working in a larger global function, it
can be difficult even for top managers to shape the
organisation impactfully. In contrast, here in Hungary,
I have the honour and privilege to lead a team where
together each day all of us have a role in driving change
and empowering our people to make the difference,
and ultimately ensure we continue to deliver in the
long term. It is about having a positive impact on
Hungarian patients, broader society as well as for GSK.

Publications
BCCH publications (BCCH Business News magazine
– printed from 1994 until 2008, electronic since 2009;
BCCH Yearbook; BCCH website; event update emails) give
members more visibility in Hungary, in the region, and in
Britain by giving them the chance to publish their news and
professional articles as well as advertise in various formats.
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F oundation

members

Foundation Members of the BCCH

BAT Hungary
www.bat.hu

FirstMed
www.firstmedcenters.com

Innotica Group
www.innotica.com

Budapest Airport
www.bud.hu

BT ROC
www.globalservices.bt.com

GE
www.gelighting.com/LightingWeb/emea

Investors in People
www.iip.hu

Grayling Hungary
www.grayling.com

KR Group
www.krgroup.hu

Erôs Ügyvédi Iroda /
Squire Patton Boggs (US) LLP
www.ssd.com

Holmes Place
www.holmesplace.hu

Hungarian Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
www.mkik.hu

Minimum use size 35mm

Maltacourt Global Logistics
www.maltacourt.com

Sertec Group Holding Limited
www.sertec.co.uk
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Nano Clean
www.nanoclean.co.uk

Shell Hungary Zrt.
www.shell.hu

PwC Hungary
www.pwc.hu

Tesco Global Áruházak Zrt.
www.tesco.hu

Quintessentially Lifestye
www.quintessentially.com

Vodafone Magyarország Zrt.
www.vodafone.hu

T he C hamber

Bringing Businesses
Together
The Chamber
The British Chamber of Commerce in Hungary was founded in 1991 by British investors. It represents British, Hungarian
and international companies with the overarching principles of British business values and promotes trade and investment
flows between the UK and Hungary. The Chamber provides its members with all kinds of opportunities to raise their
company’s business profile and strengthen their competitiveness in the local and international market, such as various events,
publications, Special Interest Groups, international and regional partnerships, business services through the knowledge
and long-term local business experience of BCCH members and the Chamber itself, as well as special offers and discounts.
The Chamber celebrated its 25th anniversary last year, which was an enormous milestone for us. We firmly believe that our
members are part of an organisation that is constantly improving and working towards better serving their needs.
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T he C hamber

Chamber events
Professional BCCH events give members more access to
information and great insight into a wide range of topics
through a wide range of formats (CEO Dinners, business
lunches, SME breakfasts, seminars, etc.), while British
themed networking and social events give them the
chance to extend their business network. The BCCH also
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co-operates with other chambers as well its members wishing
to share their knowledge and expertise in a certain field to
organise joint events of various formats.
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T he C hamber

Special areas of focus
The Chamber continues to provide a superior platform for knowledge sharing, cooperation, trade and investment for more than
110 members of British, Hungarian and international business people and corporations, as well as a network of over 3000 contacts
from approximately 20 sectors. Similarly, investing in youth is another area where we are actively engaged; the Chamber renewed
the strategic partnership with the exciting uSchool programme, an initiative to foster the entrepreneurial mindset of high school
students that was introduced early this year, intending to teach them a ‘startup mentality’ they can harness during their university
years and careers. We carry on the implementation of our COBCOE award-winning CSR strategy; once again, the BCCH will
team up with the Social and Guardianship Bureau to engage in several charitable undertakings.
The BCCH CEO Dinners event series – exclusive VIP sessions for a selected group of business leaders – continued its excellence
in 2016 as well, with remarkable discussions and presentations set in the framework of luxurious dinners. Knowledge-sharing and
solution-seeking discourses on relevant business topics concerning the Hungarian economy remained the focal points of the six
dinners organized this year, and thanks to the hosts, BCCH Chairman Mr Vazul Tóth and the Management of the Chamber, we
could welcome several C-level executives from various industry sectors of our member companies as well as other high-ranking
guests. This unique event series provides impressive networking opportunities, where attendees can gain first-hand business
information on hot topics with no press presence.
The British Business Club was taken over the domain of aiding businesses in making the most of their activities and networking
within and without Budapest. Over the course of 2017, it has become a valuable resource of BCCH and British Business Centre
operations – as well as that of all involved enterprises. The events of the British Business Club, jointly organised by the Chamber
and the British Business Centre, dived into the challenges facing the Hungarian economy as well as the Brexit from Hungarian
and British perspective.
The Chamber also continued its popular SME Breakfast series: launched in 2014, the breakfasts were once again organised in
association with our Foundation Member partner, FirstMed. With the aim of providing leading service for small and medium-sized
enterprises at its core, the SME Breakfasts of 2017 focused on discussing time management, teams as systems – key implications for
managers and leaders, and growth perspectives in banking, seeking to offer sound solutions and smart strategies for the founders
and managers of successful SMEs in Hungary who are willing to share their experience and expertise. Together we can form and
attain new frameworks that could help all actors within the SME sector.
The BCCH introduced its Digital Culture Breakfasts in September. At the first event of the series, we focused on employer
branding in the digital era; different processes and methodologies at organisations in the future such as radical learning, design
thinking, critical thinking, as well as constructing new knowledge and system building, iterative operations lean and agile ways of
working. Different machines and tools are also crucial because the future holds new, exciting projects like intelligent algorithms,
AI, robotics, different interfaces, and dashboards.
Carrying on with the new strategy and thus the improvement of our services, these past years the BCCH has revitalised its
communication towards members, partners and the general public with a structured communication plan. We have continued
the provision of improved electronic correspondence, ensuring the information flows smoothly. The Chamber proceeded with
its intent of harnessing the spheres of social media, increasing its activity and strengthening its presence on platforms and outlets
such as Facebook (www.facebook.com/britchamhu), LinkedIn (www.linkedin.com/company/british-chamber-of-commerce-inhungary), and Twitter (www.twitter.com/BritChamHu). We cordially invite you to be part of our ever-growing online community!
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International outreach
and Partnerships
The BCCH is a member of COBCOE, the Council of
British Chambers of Commerce in Europe (and within
it the Carpathian Group). More information about the
organisation and how its member chambers and their
member companies can benefit from its services is available
on www.cobcoe.eu.

The Chamber is also a member of EuCham, the Permanent
Commission of the National and Bilateral Chambers of the
EU countries in Hungary.

In addition to these memberships, the BCCH has entered
into partnerships with numerous printed and electronic
publications in order to enhance the visibility of the
Chamber and its members.

Special Chamber discounts to
and member-to-member offers

members

Members can save money through their membership and
benefit from services offered by the Chamber at discount
prices or even for free (e.g. participation at events,
event organising support, appearing on website and in
publications, advertising opportunities, access to contacts);
and also from a wide range of special offers provided by
other BCCH member companies, which are available on the
BCCH website.
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The British Business Centre
The British Business Centre works in partnership with the Department of International Trade (DIT) on the Overseas
Business Networks initiative (OBNi). Launched in late 2012 by the Prime Minister, the OBNi aims to transform the support
available for British SMEs seeking to do business in high-growth, hard-to-access markets across the world. Together with
DIT the centre works with UK-based businesses to ensure their success in international markets. The overseas delivery
partner’s primary goal is to assist small and medium-sized businesses in obtaining access to new business opportunities in
Hungary. This unique government support initiative is designed to create entrepreneurial export opportunities primarily
through the digital business platform posting relevant export opportunities for UK-based small and medium- sized operations
to respond to and that aspire to benefit from the virtually untapped Hungarian market, a market that is already proving
highly receptive to the best that British business has to offer.
The British Business Centre also provides a networking hub with superb business facilities to match from which British SME
businesses can build lasting local relationships gaining a proper route into market whilst also further assisting to strengthen
their established connections. It offers attractive subsidised rates for its commercial services to both local and British
businesses; the Centre boasts an exceptional venue for seminars, training programmes, meetings, including a boardroom not
to mention extensive workshop space. Business people visiting Hungary have access to personalised local market guidance,
hot-desking facilities and much, much more. The staff are trained to supply introductions to key organisations in Hungary,
assist with vital information and provide on-going assistance to the best of British business.

Services for UK Businesses
• Basic start-up support, including access to facilities, introductions to Hungarian companies, advising,
vetted professional services and more.
• Market promotion and outreach, including standardised UK web presence on a shared global platform,
B2B webinars along with video conferencing streaming with UK clients.
• Market support and working areas for field trips; access to DIT inward & outward investment teams,
regional trade missions.
• Tailored advisory services, such as legal or financial support, translation and interpreting services.
• General services, including 1-to-1 mentoring, market awareness training, employee recruitment and management.
• Country and sector overviews, opportunities information, short-sharp meaningful assistance, Market Assistance
Programme, product / service feasibility analysis, market-entry strategy analysis and partner identification.

Additional Consulting Services
• Business marketing, including digital platform advisory services, marketing strategy development,
social media penetration and print design support.
• Planning and execution of events such as business mixers, breakfast briefings, special annual events, lunch seminars,
press conferences and product launches.
• Education in business, such as advice on project management and training workshops.

Business and Hungary
• Support booking and customer meeting planning.
• B2B webinars and video conferencing with clients from the United Kingdom.
• Partner identification and matching service, assistance with planning a visit programme, product launch services,
local market introductions, identification of possible business partners and support for networking events
(bespoke for the client).
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E vents

and important news

2016-2017

Events and important news
of the BCCH in 2016-2017
December
After the last episodes of our SME Breakfast and CEO
Dinner event series in 2016, we said goodbye to the old
year at our Christmas Cocktail Party, jointly organised
by the British Business Centre on 15 December 2016.
The solemn reception took place at the Eiffel Palace, the
headquarters of the BCCH and Centre. The host of the
event was Mr Péter Szerémi and as always, our Cocktail Party
indulged our guests in the thrills of our traditional prize
draw, offering wonderful items for our participants. After
the warm greeting remarks of HE Iain Lindsay OBE, Her

Majesty’s Ambassador to Hungary and BCCH Chairman
Vazul Tóth, our honourable guests could enjoy the vibes
of Christmas and support a noble cause through acts of
charity; we teamed up with the Social and Guardianship
Bureau (Szociális és Gyámhivatal) to engage in several
charitable undertakings through which we would like to
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help children under the care of three institutions. We also
had the pleasure of enjoying some Christmas Carols by the
Dezsô Lemhényi Primary School’s choir.
Of course, the night could not have been so successful without
the help of our main sponsors: AACM Central Europe Kft,
Axon’ Cable and Interconnect, Budapest Airport, FirstMed,
PwC, SEK Budapest International School, Vác FC.
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We would also like to sincerely thank all the other sponsors
of the party: British Airways, Boscolo Budapest, Borka
Velence, Buddha-Bar Hotel, DIAGEO, Jaguar, Land Rover,
Heineken, IIS Group Kft., Lineo International Consulting,
Nespresso, Notus Media Kft., Santa Fe Relocation, Stan
Ahuja, Dreher Sörgyárak, Süticsokikeksz, Transearch
Hungary, Vino-X Market Kft.
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January
The Chamber was proud to welcome the New Year’s event
season with a Business Breakfast with Dr László Trócsányi,
Minister of Justice. The session was organised by The
BCCH and the Joint Venture Association in partnership
with the French-Hungarian Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, the Austrian Embassy Commercial Department
and the Swisscham Hungary. Mr Trócsányi’s presentation
about “The Legal Aspects of Competitiveness” provided
the participants with a practical insight into the recent
frameworks of legal provisions and the preparation of law.
The BCCH also organised its eleventh SME Breakfast with
Ms Erika Mata, Regional Corporate Leader of Budapest
Bank at Városliget Café on 27 January. The event was
hosted by BCCH Member Budapest Bank and was titled
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“Growth Perspectives in Banking”. Ms Mata talked about
growth perspectives in the next years, HR and employment
tasks, the bank’s access to growth and she also provided with
some insights into case studies and best practices.

February
February started with a Business Breakfast on ‘Recent
Changes in Competition Law’, which took place at CMS
Budapest. Our speaker, Dr Nóra Jekkel focused on the
recent amendment of the Hungarian Competition Act,
especially on the increasing risks in the approval of
mergers.
Then the Chamber was pleased to present its BCCHuSchool Entrepreneur Club during a breakfast, an initiative
to bring entrepreneurship to secondary schools, which
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aims to foster the entrepreneurial mindset of students
between the age of 17-18. This project was designed to
connect high school students with the business sphere and
provide them guidance on how to launch and complete their
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own entrepreneurial project. During the morning meeting
on 17 February, BCCH partners and members could learn
more about the initiative and their possible engagement on
a corporate or personal level.
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Our first CEO Dinner of the New Year took place on
22 February at the Corinthia Hotel Budapest. The
small group of invited BCCH members were addressed by
Ms Claire Roger, General Manager at GSK Hungary.
She talked about the Hungarian healthcare and Brexit –
some reflexions from a British company’s perspective.
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As always, the dinner turned out to be an excellent
networking opportunity.
In late February, the BCCH and the Joint Venture
Association organised in cooperation with the Commercial
Section of the Austrian Embassy, the NetherlandsHungarian Chamber of Commerce and SwissCham
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Hungary a special event entitled Expat (every)Days in
practice. The session was held at Novotel Budapest Centrum
and the moderator of the event was Ms Silvia Szendrey,
Executive Director of Joint Venture Association. Among
others, the experts - working in various fields connected
to the real life of emigrants in Hungary – emphasised the
complexity of the issue by addressing the questions of
employment, health insurance, legal and tax issues. The
presentations were followed by a buffet lunch with an
excellent potential for continuing to building up partnership
network and exchanging of experiences.

March
In March, the Chamber was engaged in the organisation of
various events. The month began with the Business Lunch
with Mr Attila István Simon, Deputy Secretary of State
for the Labour Market in the Ministry for National
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Economy. Our honourable guest speaker introduced
the participants an economic outlook for 2017 in the
perspective of labour in Hungary. The gathering could
not have happened without our partner organiser, the
French-Hungarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry,
the support of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce
in Hungary, the German Hungarian Chamber of
Industry and Commerce, Joint Venture Association,
the Netherlands-Hungarian Chamber of Commerce,
SwissCham Hungary and Kempinski Hotel Corvinus.
After the incredibly successful SME Breakfast in January,
the season continued with its twelfth part, which took
place on 14 March at the premises of BCCH Foundation
Member, FirstMed. Our speaker, Mr Rob Allen, owner
of Extole Ltd talked about Teams as Systems – Key

Implications for Managers and Leaders. The objective of
the presentation was to introduce the concept of systems
thinking as it applies to teams and what this means for
leaders. After a brief overview of general systems theory
and systems thinking, Mr Allen provided the participants
with practical examples for leaders wanting to embrace a
systems-thinking approach in their teams, based on his
personal coaching experiences. Through the explanation of
the 7 key implications for leaders, our guests were enriched
with useful tips, applicable to their own practice.
Our next event in a busy March was a PWA conference on
23 March at Hotel Corinthia Budapest, on the topic of
‘Identities – How do we relate ourselves and the world?’.
The conversations and roundtable discussions focused on
the diversity of our identities and the challenges of adapting
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ourselves and the organisations to the challenges of the 21st
century. Our experts highlighted the various aspects of one’s
roles both in business and private life. The event was hosted

by Gabi Szabó, Spokeswoman and presenter at Radio
Bézs, moderated by Kata Nyitrai, TV journalist. We had
a great line up of speakers and panellists: Melinda Katona,
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President of PWA, Edina Heal, Country Director at
Google, Rita Veres, Market Lead and European Practice
Lead at Aon Hewitt, Judit Zolnay, CEO at Metlife
Hungary, György Habsburg, Réka Kézdi, Paralympic
Swimmer, Balázs Lévai, Director-Producer, Erzsébet
Issekutz, Editor-in-chief, Anna Valkai, Family Manager.
The professional part was followed by an unmoderated
networking session.
At the end of the month, the British Chamber of Commerce
and the British Business Centre were pleased to organise
their next reception of the British Business Club. We had
the utmost pleasure to welcome our guests at the British
Residence in Budapest. During the reception, Mr Ágoston
Sámuel Mráz, Head of Nézôpont Intézet provided some
insights into Hungarian economy with an international
outlook; the topic of the event was ‘Keep calm – Hungary
and a changing world in 2017’.

April
April was kicked off with an event entitled ‘Borealis
Tudásközösség Est – Efficiency’, organised by Borealis
Consulting. The aim of these events was to create a platform
for knowledge-sharing. The moderator, Ms Kata Nyitrai,
TV journalist involved the participants in an interactive
workshop, and oh boy, was it inspiring!

After two weeks without any events, the BCCH was more
than happy to be involved in the implementation of the
EU-Chambers Business Drinks on 19 April. Our special
guest at the EU-Chambers Business Drinks was H.E. María
Del Carmen González Cabal, Ambassador of Ecuador to
Hungary. Our guests could enjoy the company of members of
other chambers, delicious snacks and drinks, the exceptional
atmosphere of the Pesti Vigadó, and a great networking
opportunity with business professionals of partner
Chambers. It was a wonderful way for all the participants
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to make new connections! The very next day, jointly with
BCCH Member, MAPI Zrt., the Chamber organised a
Business Breakfast at Corinthia Hotel Budapest. During
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the Business Breakfast, our speakers, Ákos Esôssy, Business
Development Director at MAPI Zrt., Prof. dr. Petra
Aczél, Director at the Institute of Behavioural Science
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and Communication Theory at the Corvinus University
of Budapest, Gábor Drahos, Organisation Development
Director at MAPI Konzult Kft. held their presentations
about ‘The importance of training within companies with
100% support’. The experts highlighted the importance of
the employee’s personal development and raised awareness
about the possible fundings.
We were thrilled to announce that the British Chamber of
Commerce in Hungary won an award for excellence in the
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) category at the
Cobcoe Awards Dinner 2017 on 27 April. Thank you,
Council of British Chambers of Commerce in Europe
(COBCOE)!

May
May was a month filled to the brim with programmes. The
first event of the month, the 14th CEO Dinner was hosted
by Budapest Marriott Hotel and guest speaker Mr Lóránt
Kibédi Varga, Country Manager at CBRE Hungary
talked about Hungary re-emerging as property investment
destination.
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Just a few days later, on 9 May, the BCCH was delighted to
jointly organise the Hungary’s Most Excellent Companies
Award Ceremony 2017 with the Investors in People
Hungary. Our guest speakers, Dr Dóra Kulauzov,
Director of Department for International Trade, British
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Embassy Budapest, Csilla Csurgai, Executive Director at
the British Chamber of Commerce in Hungary, Barbara
Hegyi, Actress, Emese Danks, Executive Director of
UNICEF National Committee Hungary, Gergely Péterfy,
Novelist shared their views and thoughts on excellence with
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the audience. The discussion was followed by the award
ceremony. The event concluded with a delightful lunch and
a networking reception.
Our next scheduled event was the very first British –
Hungarian Digital Education Conference and Living
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Lab in Budaörs Sports Complex on 10 May. The objective
of the event was to learn from best practice examples and
exchange experience. During the one-day long conference,
more than twenty organisations ran their living labs
showcasing innovative education models. In the workshops,
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participants could get a taste of the work of a varied range
of educational and developmental organisations, learn
about their achievements, experiences and difficulties while
watching them in operation. Among other initiatives with
British origin, BCCH’s uSchool project was also represented.
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Younger generations could get familiar with virtual reality,
automation, robotics, programming/coding, animation,
3D, interactive language tutorials. Parents were shown
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extracurricular programmes to supplement the IT education
in schools, just to give an example.
The event was held under the patronage of Caitlin Jones,
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Deputy Head of Mission, British Embassy, Budapest
and Tamas Wittinghof, Mayor of Budaörs, President of
Association of Municipalities for Digital Future.
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Later in May, the Chamber’s Nominee’s Night was held at
the Eiffel Palace, where the introduction of BCCH Council
Nominees took place and was moderated by Dr Csongor
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Tompa, Senior Counsel and Member of the Banking &
Finance Team at CMS Budapest, followed by a reception
with finger food and non-alcoholic drinks.
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In mid-May, just a week prior to our AGM, we had the
pleasure of helping children under the care of Méhkas
Lakásotthon by restoring their garden and painting their
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fence. It was a great day, and we definitely look forward to
carrying out similar projects in the future! Big thanks go to
those who helped us make it happen: the British Embassy
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Budapest, Marks and Spencer Hungary, BCCH Council
Member Kinga Kalocsai and the rest of the BCCH team!
Then, the Chamber held its Annual General Meeting on
24 May at the Budapest Marriott Hotel. Her Majesty’s
Ambassador to Hungary HE Mr Iain Lindsay OBE
conducted his opening speech, followed by the evaluation
reports presented by BCCH Chairman Vazul Tóth,
BCCH Treasurer Árpád Balázs, and British Business
Centre Manager Oliver Strommer. In accordance with
our Charter, a new Council and a Chairperson were
elected for the next two years: Vazul Tóth, Budapest
Bank, Árpád Balázs, PwC Hungary, Dennis A. Diokno,
FirstMed, Judit Iglódi-Csató, GSK Hungary, Kam
Jandu, Budapest Airport, Kinga Kalocsai, GE Lighting
& Current EMEA, Andrea Tóth, British Automotive,
Zsolt Bella, BT Global Services, Christopher Noblet,
Partos & Noblet in co-operation with Hogan Lovells.
After the candidates’ introductory speech and the voting
procedure, the modification of the Charter was also
approved. Besides the election, a roundtable discussion
took place on ‘Managing Change - How do we operate in
the fast-changing world?’ with panellists Mr Eric Bentz,
General Manager of Consumer Health at GSK Hungary
& Adriatics, Mr Péter Baldaszti, Co-owner and CEO
of Nanushka and Mr Antal Kerekes, Partner at PwC
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Hungary, moderated by Mr Robin Marshall, Editor-inchief of Budapest Business Journal. After dr Nóra Jekkel
announced the result of the election, BCCH Executive
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Director Ms Csilla Csurgai welcomed the newly elected
Chairman and Council and the donation, 25% of all the
CEO Dinner series entrance fee, was handed over to

E vents
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Chamber’s nominated charity, the National Ambulance
Service Foundation, represented by Dr Gábor Csató,
Chief Executive Director of the Hungarian National
Ambulance Service. The event finished with a toast to the
new council and an excellent networking reception with
delicious buffet dinner. Of course, the event could not have
been such a success without our main sponsors: AACM
Central Europe, Budapest Airport, British Telecom, IT
Services Hungary, M&Co., The British International
School Budapest and Vodafone, and our other partners,
who kindly offered their contribution to the AGM: CMS
Budapest, Danubius Hotels Group, Diageo, Dreher
Sörgyárak, FirstMed, GE, Grayling, Nespresso, PwC,
Santa Fe Relocation, Tesco and Vino-X Market Kft.
A few days after their successful election, the new Council
of the BCCH was invited for lunch by Her Majesty’s
Ambassador to Hungary, HE Iain Lindsay OBE at his
residence. They discussed new business opportunities in
Hungary and some key strategic points on how to promote
trade and investment flow even better between the UK and
Hungary.
After the busy period with various events, the BCCH invited
its members to the next event of the EU-Chambers Business
Chill series with special guest HE Iain Lindsay OBE, Her
Majesty’s Ambassador to Hungary.
The month ended with the second BCCH-uSchool
Business Breakfast, where we covered the next year’s
programmes within the entrepreneurial club. The invited
guests also learnt more about the project and the exact
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timeline of activities, including the training of the corporate
mentors. The target group of the event was BCCH members
having CSR programmes related to education, youth or
entrepreneurship and who are focusing on innovation and
new business models.
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June
The summer started with the next EU-Chambers Business
Chill, and this time our special guest was H.E. Pat Kelly,
Ambassador of Ireland. The participants had the chance to
meet not just BCCH members, but business professionals of
other Chambers as well.
In mid-June, the Chamber held a Business Forum with
Mihály Varga, Minister for National Economy in Gundel
Restaurant. The Business Forum was jointly organised
by the Joint Venture Association and our other partners:
the French-Hungarian Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, the German-Hungarian Chamber of Industry
and Commerce, the Austrian Embassy Commercial
Department, SwissCham, the Netherlands-Hungarian
Chamber of Commerce, the Magyarok a Piacon Klub,
the Belgian Business Club and the Danish Business Club.
The welcome speech was held by Mr Péter Tálos, President
of the JVA, General Manager of Foxconn Hungary.
We held our final uSchool event from last season at Brain
Bar Budapest 2017, where four teams pitched their projects
very successfully. Their story had not ended there; two teams
got the opportunity to travel to Slovenia to the international
finals. The preparation of the two teams – Orient, whose
mission is to introduce high schoolers to their education
options, thus helping them find their passion, and PhotON,
which is an online platform that connects customers with
photographers whatever the job they are looking for continued further on during the summer, both teams
developed their products, business models and pitches.
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The international finals were held in Ljubljana right after the
Slovenian national finals. Out of the 8 finalist teams, 2 were
Hungarians. After the event, Slovenian and Hungarian teams
could network with each other and with the jury members
as well. They arrived home with more ideas, experience and
inspiration.

July
Most of July was spent by working on larger projects, such as
preparations for the 2014 Yearbook.

August
After the Hungarian final event of the BCCH-USchool
Hungary Entrepreneurship Club, the uSchool year did
not end at least for the two teams, who got the remarkable
opportunity to travel to Slovenia on 30 June and compete
with the Slovenian finalists. Out of the 8 finalist teams,
2 were Hungarians. Both Hungarian teams performed
amazingly, and comparing to the Slovenian students who
attended a 9-month programme, with 4 months behind
their back, they were excellent. The Hungarian teams stood
out, especially with their fantastic pitches.

September
The end of the summer also meant saying farewell to our
dear colleague, Piroska Csóbor with heavy hearts as she had
left her position at our Chamber. We wanted to enjoy one
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last breakfast together at a super cosy please, so we went
to Törökméz to say her goodbye and welcome our new
Finance and Office Manager, Kristóf Németh on board.

Just to start the new season fresh and energized, as every
year, the BCCH participated in the bud:runway run once
again, which was loads of fun! All of the BCCH runners,
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Council Member Dennis A. Diokno, Kam Jandu,
Executive Director Csilla Csurgai, and British Business
Centre Manager Oliver Strommer performed excellently.
After switching our minds from summer vibes to serious
business issues, we kicked off the autumn season with the
‘Back to School’ networking event, which took place at
the awesome Ibis Budapest Aero’s Community Garden.
During our first networking event after the holidays, one

E vents

could meet the hotel’s General Manager, Mr Tamás Tóth,
catch up with old business contacts and build new ones. The
reception was a perfect opportunity for getting ready to roll
up sleeves for a busy autumn.
Our next scheduled event was a Business Lunch with guest
speaker János Süli, Minister without Portfolio responsible
for Paks Nuclear Power Plant at Gundel Restaurant
on 21 September. The event could not have happened
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without our partners: the Joint Venture Association,
the Netherlands-Hungarian Chamber of Commerce,
the French-Hungarian Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, the German-Hungarian Chamber of Industry
and Commerce, the Austrian Embassy Commercial
Department and SwissCham.
The 15th event of the BCCH CEO Dinner series was held
at the Hilton Budapest on 27 September. The small group
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of invited chamber members had the pleasure of enjoying
the presentation of Mr Gábor Zeisler, General Manager at
Diageo Business Service Centre in Budapest, who talked
about how mindset matters, and leadership as a journey.
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At the end of September, the Diplomacy & Trade
Magazine sat down with BCCH Chairman Vazul Tóth,
Executive Director Csilla Csurgai, and British Business
Centre Manager Oliver Strommer. They talked about
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how the Chamber and the Centre operate hand-in-hand,
principles and business values, interest in Hungary, a little
bit of Brexit and post-Brexit outlook, the division of tasks,
and much more.

October
In early October, the British Business Centre has assisted
Sertec, a British automotive engineering firm acquiring a
manufacturing site in Hungary. The Centre provided general
consultancy service for Sertec, which also reached out to the
chamber network, and as a result, supplied assistance with
the following: legal & investment advisory, available funding
opportunities, both in terms of EU and government funds
relating to equipment, training & investment along with
additional HR/ recruitment services.
The Chamber’s first event in October was a Digital Culture
Business Breakfast which was jointly organised with
SwissCham, the Netherlands-Hungarian Chamber of
Commerce and Spark Institute. On 3 October, participants
were intrigued by an array of lectures and presentations in the
Courtyard by Marriott. All the presentations were focusing
on a timely topic, namely, the positive sides and the
challenges of digitalisation. The lecturers highlighted the
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importance of reacting innovatively to the dynamically
changing business environment. They also emphasized
the need for the freshly graduated youth, entering the
labour market. Among the presenters, one could count Ms
Dea Frankó-Csuba, Spark Institute, Mr Máté Fazekas,
Employer Branding Director at BT ROC, and Mr Péter
Balogh, Founder of Dreamjo.bs. After a coffee and snack
break, the presentations were followed by a panel discussion,
moderated by Ms Rita Horváth, Head of talent, Capability
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and Engagement at Vodafone Hungary. Of course, there
remained time for networking at the end of the session.
The 13th event of the BCCH SME Breakfast series took
place at BCCH Foundation Member FirstMed’s premises, in
Hattyúház on 25 October. Our speaker, Ms Márta S. Tóth,
Owner and Founder of Lineo International Consulting
& Coaching, NLP&Mediation International Academy
by S. Toth Marta talked about Time Management. As she
said: “Improving time management is not just about learning
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how to say ‘no’. It’s about allowing your people to develop a range
of practical strategies and options to build a realistic action
plan.” The training aimed to show the participants the ‘one
size fits all’ approach to time management, recognising that
we all work in different ways and therefore for different
people different approaches works the best. With the help
of various creative tasks, one could learn more about their
current daily routine in comparison with the ideal one. The
training provided the participants with many useful tips and
tricks regarding the optimal time management.

November
We kicked off gloomy November with a BCCH - uSchool
Entrepreneur Club 2.0 Breakfast, where we invited our
members to the BCCH office to plan the new uSchool
programme year.
Following that, the British Chamber of Commerce in
Hungary and the British Business Centre held another
reception of the British Business Club series, where
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participants could learn more about Brexit from Dr Zoltán
Gálik, Associate Professor at the Corvinus University of
Budapest, who provided insight into both the Hungarian
and British economy at the British Residence in Budapest.
Professor Gálik talked about the EU economic governance,
EU Fiscal supervision, the EU Banking Union, including
wide bank rules and common rules for preventing bank
failures, and Brexit; a legally immensely complex procedure.
He also clarified what the consequences of Brexit for
companies and company law will be; such as how British
companies will be exposed to national laws in the EU States,
how the treaty freedom of establishment will no further
apply, how accessing may become more difficult not on
the basis of company law, but of sectoral regulations, and
how foreign companies active in seat jurisdictions may be
disqualified if their seat is effectively established in the seat
State in the future.
Then, we invited our guests for Business Forum with
Guest Speaker Prof. Zoltán Cséfalvay, Permanent
Representative of Hungary to the OECD and UNESCO
on 16 November 2017 at the Erzsébet Ballroom of
Gundel Restaurant.
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On 22 November, our invited guests could mix business
with pleasure at our BCCH-Diageo Business Drinks: they
enjoyed a wonderful evening of whisky tasting and mixology
session courtesy of Csaba Gulyás, Brand Ambassador, hosted
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by Diageo. We finsihed the month with a CEO Dinner with
László Herdon, Managing Director of the Airport-Debrecen
Ltd., where Mr Herdon talked about.

I nterview

Interview with the outgoing
Vodafone CEO,
Mr Alexandre Froment-Curtil
Q: You’ve seen many business and management cultures
throughout your life. With a French background, British
and German experiences, how would you describe the
Hungarian business environment?
ALEX: Hungarians have a tendency to see themselves as
more closed and more pessimistic than the average. I have
experienced the exact opposite, on a personal level as well as
in the business environment. Just to give you one example
from the many I could pick: only a few weeks after my
arrival someone invited me to a Christmas party they held
in their own home. It is more difficult to belong to a closed
community almost everywhere; however, at an individual
level, people are open, interested and friendly in Hungary–
even when compared to other nations.
Q: Could you talk about what your personal takeaways
are from living and working here? What will you/won’t
you miss?
ALEX: I will miss my colleagues, the fantastic people I got to
know in Budapest and Miskolc. I will also miss the beautiful
view of Budapest from our headquarters on the Danube
bank. I will miss water polo and the world-class water polo
players I had the good fortune to get to know. I will miss
the very exciting cultural and culinary life of Budapest, the
scenery at Lake Balaton, and of course our second home,
Miskolc; in France, I used to live in a similar, industrial city,
so the style of the place was not unfamiliar to me.
These are some of my takeaways. What I won’t miss is the
Budapest traffic jams, but that’s something I will also need
to get used to in Cairo, I am afraid.
Q: How would you describe your role in top management
at a big multinational company like Vodafone in an
emerging market like Hungary?
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ALEX: I have aimed at taking the first step toward my
colleagues to break down the walls created by hierarchy
between people. I tried to be informal with working on my
laptop or tablet in the office café every morning for a start,
where anyone could talk to me. What’s more, I didn’t even
have an office at all as I sat down to work next to a different
colleague every day. One day I sat next to the intern, while
on another occasion I worked next to a technical specialist.
These were perfect occasions to ask them what jobs they
were working on, what was happening with their family or
where they would go on holiday. I think that this informal
style has also become part of the corporate culture.
Q: As you are heading towards Egypt–the next step in
your career–it is once again a very different business
culture than the ones you’ve experienced so far. How
do you usually approach these changes and how do you
prepare for the cultural differences?
ALEX: I am driven by an elementary curiosity to get to know
the people life throws in my path. I try to be friendly and
open. To give an example: whenever I travelled to Jászberény
to visit our local store, I always walked to the hot dog stand
nearby. The vendor always told me what was going on in
the town, how well business was going, and how life was in
general in that part of the world.
It is a major challenge and an honour to get promoted as this
means an even greater opportunity to serve my commitment
to my profession and to Vodafone as a company.
As for adjusting to another culture, I would like again to
understand what motivates the people there, what habits
they have and how they live their lives. I get to know the
place where I live through the people who surround me. It’s
from their stories that I understand how the country works.
The most beautiful part of the story is that the more interest
I show, the more fantastic stories I hear.
Q: You’re an advocate of digital culture and digital
trends. How do you see the traditional business model in
10 years, knowing that digital disruption has already had
a serious effect on how businesses operate?
ALEX: In any case, consumer habits and customer needs
are changing very fast. We have just introduced our 4G+
services, and already 5G is the hot topic. In mobile, there
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is a general shift from voice communication to data right
now. In Hungary, this process is still in its early steps. But
I am sure that the next few years will be dominated by this
trend, and it will change our work, schools, homes, cars,
opportunities and the entire mobile world in Hungary alike.
In the business sector, digitalisation will come to the entire
management of any company. Customers will want to
communicate more and more via online channels with their
suppliers, partners, service providers.
We also have to be prepared that jobs and certain types
of workplaces already require new digital competencies,
therefore self-training and life-long learning are becoming
more important than ever.
Q: The British Chamber of Commerce in Hungary
highly values enterprises that act for the good of society.
Vodafone Hungary has an extensive CSR program,
which includes digital education for disadvantaged
youth. During your stay in Hungary, how do you see the
progress you’ve made with regards to this?
ALEX: Progress has been considerable in that field as well.
Our CSR activities have been defined for many years by the
“Mobile for Good” principle. The “Vodafone Digital School
Programme” is part of this concept, but is more focused and
tangible than our earlier activities. This programme has also
made a deep impression on Vodafone’s employees, who are
participating in it on a voluntary basis.
I may say that the programme has proved rather successful,
has performed according to our plans but, more importantly,
it has also met the expectations of the fellow stakeholders the schools and the children. And, improving the country’s
competitiveness is a key objective for me as well, of course,
just like for every Hungarian citizen.
Q: You had a YouTube video on International Women’s
Day about reconnecting women back to the workplace
and Vodafone potentially offering such woman
opportunities to do so. Could you offer us some thoughts
on the importance of women in the workplace?
ALEX: It is a basic principle for Vodafone globally that it is
an employer that does not discriminate against employees
and job applicants based on age, race, colour, creed, gender,
religion, or disability. At Vodafone, it has always been
important that we don’t want women to choose between

I nterview

a mother’s life and a professional life, preferring that they
combine the two. We want to specifically target these
women with flexible working conditions and opportunities
to reconnect with the workplace.
Furthermore, while mobile technology has the potential to
transform people’s lives and create significant opportunities
to improve economic development and individual wellbeing, it entails that opportunity for women in particular.

Centre speak differently. But we are, of course, fully aware
that we need to reach various consumer groups, so Vodafone
shows a number of different faces in its advertisements and
communication, from the family-centred, friendly storyteller that pulls at your heartstrings to the business player
that emphasises professionalism, flexibility and speed.
Q: What would you say is your greatest achievement of
your tenure at Vodafone Hungary?

Our products and services can help women globally to
fulfil their potential by increasing their ability to access
healthcare and education, contribute economically and feel
safer. Vodafone is bringing down the barriers that prevent
women from using mobile technology and is working
with governments and non-governmental organisations to
develop services tailored to women’s needs.

ALEX: I have worked on many special projects and we got
the ‘Workplace of the Year’ award three times. Also, we
have been market leaders based on the net promoter score
indicator. This means our customers are committed to our
services and would suggest that their friends use our services.
I am very proud of that achievement.
I am proud to include the constant development of the Red
packages, most importantly the recent launch of Infinity
with unlimited data; Vodafone Tuti, which made a huge
change in the prepaid market; and Vodafone You, a platform
that provides +2GB data for customers under the age of 25.

Q: What are the main changes you have witnessed at
Vodafone, compared to when you took over the role of
CBU Director and subsequently CEO?
ALEX: I have always strived to get the company focused
on becoming the customer champion through innovative
solutions and a great network. Vodafone Hungary has
demonstrated good growth and holds a solid leading position
in customer satisfaction.
My becoming the CEO did not bring a dramatic change.
Certain projects such as the Red tariffs, offering unlimited
use of mobile services, or the demolition of roaming barriers
already started when I was Director of the Consumer
Business Unit. All these have served to ensure our customers’
convenience and to satisfy their appetite for quality.
Becoming CEO has helped to deepen the application
of these innovative solutions. We have made the entire
administration process customer-centric, fast and simple.
These things, of course, could not have happened if the
underlying network, our most important technical base, had
not improved, translating into an improvement in coverage
as well.
We at Vodafone believe that we are the challengers on the
market and not the followers. I could quote the well-known
phrase: ‘We don’t follow fashion, we set the trend.’ This
also connotes a fresh and dynamic style; it also means to be
different. This is what makes the company’s heartbeat. Just
listen to it: in our company, even people working in the Call

The company is also continuously pursuing the Gigabit
Magyarország vision by building 4G and 4G+ coverage
throughout the whole country and preparing for the
enrolment of 5G by 2020.
I am similarly proud of Vodafone’s CSR work and that we
have joined the ‘We are Open’ initiative. I am also very happy
that our campaign launched together with the Hungarian
Interchurch Aid this spring against domestic violence and
abuse has become very successful and won the international
Golden Drum prize.
Q: What three tips would you offer to your successor?
ALEX: I have spent five years with my family in Hungary,
discovering a new culture and a beautiful country. I have
found Hungarians to be very welcoming, and optimistic.
I have always felt that this country can do well in the future
if it relies on the strength of the individuals I have met:
creativity, innovation, pride, hard work. I would suggest
to my successor that she/he cherish these qualities in her/
his colleagues, and, of course, develop further the Vodafone
Digital School Programme.
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